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geometric figures are drawn by hand with a spray pen –
a miniaturized spray can. In Euclidean geometry, a crisp
concept, C, corresponds to a fuzzy concept, f-C, in f-geometry.
f-C is referred to as an f-transform of C, with C serving as
the prototype of f-C. f-C may be interpreted as the result of
execution of the instructions: Draw C by hand with a spray
pen. Thus, in f-geometry we have f-points, f-lines, f-triangles,
f-circles, etc. In addition, we have f-transforms of higher level
concepts: f-parallel, f-similar, f-axiom, f-definition, f-theorem,
etc. In f-geometry, p-valid reasoning does not apply. Basically,
f-geometry may be viewed as an f-transform of Euclidean
geometry.
What is important to note is that f-valid reasoning based on
a realistic model may be more useful than p-valid reasoning
based on an unrealistic model.
II. S HORT B IO .

I. A BSTRACT
Fuzzy logic adds to bivalent logic an important capability
– a capability to reason precisely with imperfect information.
Imperfect information is information which in one or more respects is imprecise, uncertain, incomplete, unreliable, vague or
partially true. In fuzzy logic, results of reasoning are expected
to be provably valid, or p-valid for short. Extended fuzzy logic
adds an equally important capability – a capability to reason
imprecisely with imperfect information. This capability comes
into play when precise reasoning is infeasible, excessively
costly or unneeded. In extended fuzzy logic, p-validity of
results is desirable but not required. What is admissible is
a mode of reasoning which is fuzzily valid, or f-valid for
short. Actually, much of everyday human reasoning is f-valid
reasoning.
f-valid reasoning falls within the province of what may be
called unprecisiated fuzzy logic, FLu. FLu is the logic which
underlies what is referred to as f-geometry. In f-geometry,
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